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1/100 Family HandymanGarage floor puddle prone: spring floods, melting ice tires, whatever you want. With a barrier made of expanding foam, you can keep water away from your tools and toys. It sticks, it's waterproof and you can walk or drive through it without damaging it. And if you lose weight in the summer. These 12 unique uses of spray foam blow your mind. 2/100 George Rudy/ShutterstockIf you
haven't, try growing some food. And build a garden box or planter. Also, plan your meals for the week before doing your shopping to reduce food waste. If possible, everyone in the family will participate in lagom and meal preparation. 3/100 VLADY SLAV DANILIN/ShutterstockOld traditional items must be disposed of properly and kept away from landfills. And while the upfront cost may be more,
rechargeable batteries save money in the long run while producing less waste. 4/100 Dragon Images/ShutterstockOpt items can be recreated like cloth shopping bags, travel mugs and aluminum water bottles. And build a compost cup so you can use those compostable food leftovers to enrich the soil in your garden. 5/100 Family Thousands I hate the messy look curling irons lay in vanity or toilet tank?
Here's a tip. Use the hook-loop tape to attach 5-in length 2 PVC tubes to the vanity door to hold the curling iron. Do the same in 3-in. pieces of 1-1/2-in.-diameter tube to hold the cords. Just weigh the curling irons to see how long the holster should be. Allow the curling iron to cool before ingesting them. 6/100 Stow bulky items over cementing together with a simple rack of 2 PVC pipes and fittings. Screw
the straight tube to the ceiling beams to support heavy loads and screw the oblique pieces of wye connectors into the cross brace to stabilize the entire stand. The pvc's smooth surface makes loading and unloading easier. 7/100 This gutter cleaner is cheap, takes about 10 minutes to make and helps you avoid ladder climbing. Buy 3/4-in. PVC pipe, two elbows, a garden hose connector and a cap at your
local home center. Drill a 1/16 hole into the cap as shown in the figure. Put the handle long enough to comfortably reach the gutters and cement the parts with PVC glue. The best gutter guards for your home 9/ 100 PreechaB / ShutterstockHelp keep your home office space organized using PVC pipe to hide cords. Just twist all the computer, mouse, monitor and phone cables and hide them on some PVC
pipe. You can also use some colored ribbons to suit your office décor. Try these 10 simple DIYs in a home office. 10/ 100 Family HandymanAfter building PVC fence, I was left with some extra 2-ft. length fence post. I turned one of them into a home for shopping bags, which I I'm going to stuff them on top and pull out the bottom. If there is no residual fence, 3-in.-diameter PVC pipe works well as well.
Connect to the inner door to the door chamber or cabinet, or the wall of the workshop or garage. I'm Dave Mitchell. Put those bags out of the way in the kitchen and organize your kitchen. 12/100 Family Handyman 13/100 Family HandymanSlip PVC pipes over handles the pruning scissors and strip them in place to extend the reach and clip high branches without ladder. Plus: How to cut down the tree.
15/100 Family Handyman 16/100 Family HandymanStuff is a strip of foam pipe insulation in the space between the sprayer and dryer or along the wall. So socks can't slip in the sand. Here's how to organize a laundry. 17 / 100 Family HandymanMy dogs and there is an agreement. They poop; I'll pick it up. But instead of putting day trips in the dumpster, I built this poop pipe. It's just a big 4-in. PVC drain
pipe sank into the ground with a foot or so, a garbage bag lining, and a cap sits loosely on top. The rubber band keeps the bag in place, and the cap helps to control the smell. When the bag's full, I'll take it to the dumpster and put a new one in the sewer. — reader Kelley Griswold Plus: 19 Cleaning Tips Every dog or cat owner should know. 18/100 Here's an easy way to tear tape and get a beginner edge at
the same time. Simply fold the tape under 90 degrees at an angle to the roll. Then, with a biting motion, pull the tape to the edge of the roll. The tape tears, leaving a triangle starting sheet. It will not work on plastic tapes; they must be cut. — reader Chris Henrichs. Plus: How to tape Drywall 20 / 100 Family HandymanA lot of laundry room has a narrow wasted space next to either the washing machine and
dryer, and it is usually a hiding place for socks and lint. To take advantage of this space, build a simple laminated laundry laundry trolley with fixed rollers to keep cleaning supplies and other laundry supplies. Get even simpler sorting ideas. 21/100 Family HandymanI worked under the kitchen sink and didn't see what I was doing, so I used zip ties to attach mini flashlights to a pair of safety glasses. Now I
use this pair when I climb up to the attic or do repairs in uninvesed places. Everywhere I look, it lights up everywhere. I'm Nathan Rodgers. Plus: Safety gear for each DIYer should be your own. 22/100 Family HandymanI've always hated the way account organizers move when you open and close the drawer. I solved the problem in my house with a pool of pasta! I measured the distance between the
drawer manager and the back of the drawer and used a utility knife to cut the dough to size. The pool dough fits snuggly in place so the drawer organizer doesn't move anymore. You can also cut the pool pastry in half lengthwise to reduce the space that it takes up. Roy Allison, have you ever thought about using pool noodles on a hanger? 23 / 100 Family HandymanWhen you open the elevator gate of the
van or SUV, it is easy to reach the cross bracket of the garage door and Chip the paint on the gate. Protect it with the help of a floating dough, with the help of, Pillow. Just cut the float dough with a knife and slide it through the brace. You can also use pre-gap foam pipe insulation. If it slides down, use a duplicitous tape to hold it in place. - Mary Sprang. Plus: These pickup truck bed hacks are simply
amazing. 24/100 Family Thousand GuardI spend a lot of time on my ladder and relying on the degrees throughout the day was to toll my shins and thighs. Then I got smart and slit pieces from my kids pool pasta lengthwise and wrapped them in the front of the steps. Instant relief! Cushions can move easily after work. Just make sure you never stand in the pool pastry and always place them higher than you
can step on as they can create an uneven step or fall off when you step on them. - Dave Switzer 25/100 Is there anything sadder than having to watch a nice big hole in the wall of your beautiful home? Probably not, but don't worry, it's really easy to fix. Learn how to repair all damaged walls with our simple guide on how to fix drywall. 26/100 If you have all the right clothes hangers in your closet and
sometimes you get a really cheap, plastic one if you need an anti-slip hanger. One solution is to typ up pipe cleaners around the clothes hanger. The pipe cleaners add a grippy stop to these otherwise slippery hangers. 28/100 Most cutting boards do not come with any rubber surface at the bottom to prevent them from sliding on a countertop, but with a pair of rubber bands, they stabilize the cutting board
and keep moving during use. Slide up two rubber bands — one at each end of the cutting board — and you're good to go. Make sure that the rubber band lay flat and not twisted when you put them, so the board will sit steady on the countertop. Next, check out 25 handy hints especially for the home cooks. 29/100 Store small extension cables neatly with this simple office care hack: Attach the paper clip to a
small rubber band. Then wrap the rubber band around the included cord and squeeze the paper clip again on the rubber band. No more tangled extensions! Check out this simple idea for an extension cord storage. 30 / 100 33 / 100 Family Thousand GuardHort in the closet space? Use a light piece of chain to stagger hanging clothes from high cabinets to maximize space. Just loop the first link in the chain
of the first hanger, and hangers after all other links. Hang up six shirts for a pole area. Would you like to be in a closet project? Build your own melamine cabinet storage system here. 35/100 Use pool dough to prevent creases in your dress pants! First, cut the dough to size; and then open lengthwise. Slide the dough onto the bottom bar with the toothy and shawl in the dress pants over the dough. You don't
have to cut a wrinkle before you can put on your pants. 38 / 100 Family HandymanIf you have a channel that is not used often, it is likely that the canal will dry up. This thanks to the sewer gas, septic tank or urban sewer system, which makes the smell that can be quite unbearable. Fix the smell by adding a liter of fresh water, then a tablespoon of cooking oil. This closes and keep the drain water in a trap,
eliminating the smell. 40/100 Yunava1/ShutterstockDishwashers is much more than washing dishes. Use yours to powder down trinkets like mason jars and glass candle spheres. Pretty much everything from glass or ceramics should be fine going to the dishwasher, but you don't want to stay away from putting softenable plastic, and these eight objects are in the dishwasher at all costs. 42/100 Now that
the baking soda paste is sitting overnight, make a spray bottle equal parts of water and vinegar and completely saturate all the surfaces of the oven. You will see a chemical reaction between baking soda and vinegar starting to bubble and break up baked char. Spray extra vinegar over problem areas and let the spray soak for about 15 minutes. Put that magic baking soda to work to eliminate the stench of
shoes, you will be surprised by the results. 43/100 Family HandymanRemove hard water buildup on the faucet with this simple, natural solution: Place half a fresh lemon at the end of the faucet, wrap a small plastic bag around the lemon and fasten the faucet with a rubber band. After a few hours, remove the lemon and wipe the faucet clean. 44/ 100 Family HandymanIt's so. We found another use for duct
tape - cleaning. The stickiness of ducted put it perfect for an improvised pet hair remover and this method is faster than vacuuming. It also works on the seats of vehicles. The sponge or cloth wrapped in duct tape is a great fit for corners. Wrap duct tape around a paint roller lid, sticky side out. Roll the paint cover of furniture or carpet to pick up your pet hair. Add more tape as the surface will be filled with
hair. When you're done removing hair, here you can learn how to clean a microfiber sofa. Plus: Kitchen Cleaning Checklist: 11 Tips for Clean Kitchen 45/100 Family ThousandEurIf the grille of the bathroom is clogged with dust, try a trick that is faster and more efficient than vacuuming. Here's how to clean the bathroom fan: Turn the fan on and blast out the dust from the canned air. The fan's blowing dust
outside. It works with return air grilles in the central heating/cooling system as well. It operates the system in such a way that the return air flow directs the dust to the filter. You can find canned air in home centers and hardware stores, usually in the electrical supply corridor. Warning: Cans contain chemical propellants, not just air. Don't let the kids play with them. 46/100 Family Handyman Blankets, pillows,
slipcovers, draperies and other textiles are not only trapped in household dust, but created as they shed and fall apart. Curtains and drapes, especially that are dusty, because they absorb the and dirt from the outside and act as a landing site for dust from the ceiling fans and vents. The best idea how to clean powder to buy washing machine washable items and wash it twice a year (OK, at least once). For
fabrics that are not machine washable, throw them in the dryer with a damp towel for 20 minutes at the fluff setting (without heat). The wet towel will attract pet hair, and the tumbling movement and airflow will remove the smaller particles for you. Keep towels out of the way with a space-saving towel holder on the cupboard door. 47/100 As for chemistry, some soaps are not really true soap. All soaps are in
liquid or gel form, and some bar soaps, such as Zest and ivory, are synthetic soaps. These non-soap soaps are much less likely to form that dreaded layer of hard scum in the sink or tub and allow you to clean house fast. Learn more about the best cleaning products in your home. 48/100 Family HandymanAssociate editor Elisa Bernick recommends a bleach pen to transform the mortar into grunts of great.
This method is boring, but the payout is sharp, clear mortar lines. Use the pen to draw bleach across the mortar lines. The pen allows you to target the mortar without bleaching the whole tile. Wait 10 minutes, then rinse. For really mildewed mortar, you may need a second application, and it can help to gently rub the bleach into the mortar with a toothbrush before allowing it to work for 10 minutes. Be sure to
run the fan in the bathroom and to avoid contact with the skin. This method is best for light or white mortar. If you have colored mortar, test a small area first. It might fade. Instead of trying to find a bleach pen in the store, the cleaning solution mortar may have been in the bathroom. 49/ 100 Family handymanIf the toilet rinses slowly, the rinsingholes under the rim may be clod with mineral deposits.
(Refreshments from the toilet.) Use a hand mirror to make holes in the rim of the toilet. Use a hand mirror to see the holes under the rim of the TOILET. Bend a hanger flat and probe the tip of the holes to spot the inserts. You can clean the holes without getting your hands dirty. 50/ 100 Family HandymanAimanAre you already in place you find yourself chasing strands of wet hair, or running a dust bullet in
the corners of a sponge or cleaning rag? You can learn how to clean your bathroom better and eliminate this inconvenience by vacuuming the bathroom before you add the cleaning solutions. For a really thorough cleaning, start at the top, vacuuming the dust with light fixtures and top window coverings. Then go down. And finally, vacuum the floor methodically, so it covers every inch. You don't want your
stray hair or dust bunnies to dirt up your cleansing water. The soft bristle upholstery brush works best for this type of vacuuming. Guess what kind of vacuum to use here. 51/100 Family Thousand Guard'Bagless Vacuum Cleaners are good for business, according to a vacuum fitter. A not design or manufacture, but user negligence. Vacuum owners empty the dirt tank, but often do not clean the filters. The
connected filters are filters Engine. And sooner or later, the engine's going to burn out. Engine replacement costs at least $100. People avoid cleaning filters because it's a dirty job. The typical method is to tap the filter against the inside of a trash until most dust falls off. But it raises a thick cloud of dust and does not get the filter completely clean. Here's a quicker, cleaner, more thorough approach: Remove
the vacuum cleaner to the garage and clean the pleat filter with a shop vacuum cleaner. Some pleated filters have a special coating that can damage, so be gentle with the store vacuum nozzle. Clean the pre-filter screens and the afterfiltration screens in the same way. Learn what experts say about how often you need to change filters for bagless vacuum cleaners. 52/100 If the disposers smell, they may
contain rotten pieces of food. Here's how to clean them:The water runs about half a gas, drops orange or lemon zest. Run the disposers for five seconds. Citric acid in the peel begins to soften crusty waste and attacks smelly bacteria. Give the acid about 15 minutes to do the job. Turn on the water and the disposers and throw in some ice cubes. Flying shards of ice work like sandblasters in a disposal. Run
the water until the bowl is about half full. Then tighten the stopper and turn on the disposers to rinse them out. Plus: Bad smell in the house? 53 / 100 Family HandymanIt is easy to clean fried food and spilled in the microwave Here's how: Partially fill the measuring or coffee cup with water and add a slice of lemon. Bring the water to the boil for a minute, then leave the door closed and let the steam loosen
the mess. In 10 minutes, open the door and wipe the dirt. Plus: The best household cleaning products &amp; products 54/100 55/100 Family Thousand People Up to built-in soap scum on shower walls, ground-in dirt on floor tiles, or dried toothpaste on top of vanity, the Magic Eraser sponge makes short work too. Just moisten it and rub it on the offensive mess. In most cases, the mess comes right away.
These sponges are especially useful for removing ground in dirt from porous floorboards and getting those pesky non-slip strips at the bottom of the tub clean. Magic Eraser sponges are available in grocery stores, hardware stores and where cleaning products are sold. Unlike conventional sponges, they wear out pretty quickly, so charge it. While you're out, look for these other very useful household
cleaners. 56/ 100 Family HandymanForge the broom – clean the garage with a leaf blower. It's fast (about five minutes), you don't have to move heavy things, and you can clean work surfaces and shelves next to the floor. First, put away the papers or anything else you don't want to blow away. Open the top door. Put on a dust mask, earplugs and goggles, and then turn on the and blow out dust and debris.
Use the leaf blower to get under the workbench and clean the benches. If you don't have a leaf blower, you can use your shop the hose is connected to the exhaust outlet. This cleaning method also works great on screen porches. No letter blower? Our customer guide will help you decide which is best for you. 60 /100 Family HandymanA wet-dry vacuum slurps clog the dug ducts. Even plumbers use this
trick sometimes. If you need to increase the suction, seal the nozzle with a damp cloth. Plus: Use shop vacuum to collect dust. 61/100 Family HandymanMy pines drop cones all summer and my old back doesn't like me leaning over a lot to pick them up. I don't have a dog, but it turns out a poo scooper is this man's best friend! Gently squeezing the handle opens the jaw, allowing me to pick up pine cones
without back pain. — Reader Don Greer Plus: Easy Lawn Care Tips 62/100 To make it easy to put away and recycle plastic bags, make a dispenser with a discarded 2-liter soda bottle. Cut off the top and bottom with a razor knife. Cut off the jagged edges so as not to tear off the bags when you pull them out, then twist the dispenser into a cabinet door or cabinet wall (or connect it with hook and loop tape).
Click here for more kitchen storage ideas. 63/100 Family Handyman Is there a great scrubbing job on the list? Throw a brush in the drill and save the elbow grease. Drillbrush offers brushes ready for drilling for all kinds of scrubbing. 64/100 Family HandymanBuy has a ring of stafa and keep insurance papers, repair receipts and all other paperwork relevant to the house in it. Storing all your house details in
a handy place makes life easier for the homeowner and can be a sales plus when you sell your house later. - reader Debora Emmert pays too much for insurance? Learn how to save money on insurance here. 65/100 Family HandymanIf you have a dull whistle that comes through your house on a windy day it can be a long day. Be sure to seal any leaks in the window. 66 / 100 Family HandymanIf the bath
fan in your home is more than 20 years old, it is likely to be quite loud. A loud fan can be good at masking bathroom noise, but the jet engine roars downright annoying for the rest of the time. Even worse, the old bath fan doesn't move enough air to keep the bathroom free of mold and mold. Here's how to fix a noisy bath fan. 69/100 Family HandymanSpray squeaky door hinges instead of a small universal
lubricant, silicone spray or dry Teflon spray. If the creak persists, remove the hinge pins and rub the rust or corrosion with a steel woollen pad, then coat the pins with lubricant before replacing them. Plus: Learn how to fix sedentated or dwindly doors. 70/100 Family HandymanIf the constant jingling noise from the dog tags leads to crazy, check out the Quiet Spot Pet Tag Silencer. It's a little jacket has velcro
straps and even a reflective logo. One will last about a year on an active dog. These silencers are available in pet stores and online. Plus: 40 pet projects to show your pet some of the few 71/100 BelkaG/Shutterstock One of the most common ways to use magnetic stripes is to keep kitchen knives and utensils in the kitchen. Magnetic stripes work great in small kitchens because they help you take objects
off the worktop, so there's less clutter. 72/100 Keep all your personal care devices in one place. In the medicine cabinet, a magnetic strip can be used to store tweezers, scissors and small scissors. 73 / 100 Family HandymanHere is an easy way to add space for hanging clothes (or at least clothes that do not require high space). Hang the second clothes bar on the top bar with a light chain. Connect the
chain directly to the screw eyes or use S-hooks or carabies. Carabinar to adjust the height of the extra rod in an instant. Plus: 18 Life-changing organizing ideas for hard-to-store stuff 74/100 Family Handyman 75/100 Family Handyman Every year I mark the boundaries of my yard so the snow ply driver doesn't damage the lawn. I used the revu along the perimeter for years, but the driver didn't see it at
night. Even with the reflectors of the reva, you can still get hit, bent or broken. I just found a better way. I slipped a brightly colored swimming noodles through the bar. You can't miss the marker now. I'm Bill Remia. These 23 yard tool hacks really make your life easier. 76/100 If you have shallow scratches or notches, hide them in a stain-filled touch-up marker. Dab the stain and wipe the excess with a cloth.
But beware: Scratches can absorb many stains and turn darker than the surrounding finish. So start with a marker that is lighter than the coating of the cabinet, then, if necessary, switch to a darker shade. For deeper scratches, use a filler pencil that fills and colors from scratch. If your wardrobe finish is dingy overall and has lots of scratches, consider a wipe-on product like the old English Scratch Coat.
These products can slightly darken the surface, so they should be applied to all cabinets. Bigger than a scratch? Use polyester filler. 77 / 100 Family HandymanWhen a kitchen or bathroom faucet loses its pressure or starts spraying on the side, this is usually due to a dirty aeration screen. Fortunately, cleaning the screen is an easy task. Start the repair by closing the drain plug (so as not to drop parts down
the drain). Then remove the device with a rag or masking tape to avoid milling the finish of the pliers. To remove sand and other deposits, soak the detergent in vinegar, then rub with a toothbrush. This usually solves the problem. If you need to disassemble the aerator for cleaning, place the components in the removed order so that you can assemble them properly. Are you still having problems? Make a
shower head deeply clean. 78 / 100 Family HandymanPleased to having fresh herbs at hand? Keeping the counter takes up valuable space and does not make up enough light. Try this simple storage idea: Install a wire shelf between the upper cabinets that line the kitchen window. You can set plants where you get a lot of light without obscuring the view. It also makes irrigation easy and keeps them
readily available for segments. Be sure to install the shelf high enough not to bump into it when working at the sink. Bring out more fast and smart kitchen storage ideas. 79/100 Family HandymanIf you feel the wind and see sunlight under your front door, it's costing you big time. This also means that you need to set the door threshold or install a new door sweep. Door sweeps start at $10. The hardest part
of the exchange is usually taking down the door. Start by changing the threshold. Screws in newer versions lift and reduce them. Turn all the sill screws until the door opens and closes without getting much pulling and all draughts are eliminated. If this does not work or the threshold does not have adjusting screws, replace the door cleaning. Close the door and pop out the hinge pins with a pin punch to
remove the door. Set the door on a work surface and remove the old door broom. Caulk at the end of the door and then install the replacement sweep. A few sweeps into place and pinn along the bottom of the door; others are twisted to the side at the bottom of the door. If a draughty sliding terrace door is the problem, here's how to fix it. 80/100 Family Thousands Heavy Duty Zip-top Bags is a versatile
solution for other eyes. Unlike your drawer or coffee as well, you can let them visibly see it and immediately find what you're looking for. To clean your trash drawer or any place in your home, here are 18 simple organizing tips. 81/100 Family ThousandThree Fans should turn clockwise during the colder months, which pushes warm air back into the room. Most fans have a simple switch that reverses course.
Plus: How to balance the ceiling fan 82 / 100 Family EzerőrThe shelves that hang in a shower pipe is ok, but only a shower pipe. To hang several shelves, mount cabinet buttons on the wall using No. 8-32 hanging screws and screwed drywall anchors. For more bathroom storage ideas click here. 83/100 84/100 We've collected hundreds of home tips over the years to make life a little easier for our readers,
and it's a super easy one. Hanging it in the oven or on the dishwasher door makes sense. The towel is in a convenient place, and the heat of the oven quickly gets rid of moisture. However, one of the drawbacks of casting the towel here is that it keeps falling off! Here's a way to keep the towel from slipping down: Fold the towel into the desired shape and attach Velcro stripes in two places, one on the front
and one on the back, as shown in the photo below. Stitch in place or use fabric iron at Velcro strips and follow the instructions on the packaging. Finally, hang the towel in the oven or the dishwasher and pair the Velcro. 85/100 The Adaptive/Shutterstock You come home from the store with an armful of fresh fruit, but lo and behold, there is no spare fridge or counter counter Available. The stylish solution to
this storage problem is to hang a single or multi-level wire basket from the ceiling. You can store apples, bananas and oranges, as well as potatoes, onions and garlic here. Plus, the hanging basket is a visual interest in your kitchen. 86/100 Family Handyman We're sure you're stocking up on sweet-scented candles to make your home extra cozy in the colder months. But if the candles burn too low to reach
the wick, there is no reason to go without your favorite scent. Instead of burning your fingers, light a piece of raw spaghetti. He reaches into the deep candles and burns long enough to light the candles on Grandpa's birthday cake! Everyone enjoys saving money, especially when it comes to improving your home. So check out these 35 amazingly cheap handy hints using everyday items. 87/100 Family
HandymanIt seems the older I get, the more keys I carry around. Between the car, the house, the shed and the garage, I have a whole pocket full of keys. In order to make it easier to quickly find the most commonly used keys, I paint both sides of the keyhead with brightly colored nail polishes. I use a different color for each key. Nail polish is extremely durable and you will be surprised how long it takes as
spray paint. - Joseph Grayson Watch these other 14 Secret Tool Tips for DIYers from the pros. 89/100 Family HandymanDitch is time consuming iron or hand steamer that wrinkles out of a shirt or pants. Throw some ice cubes or a damp washcloth in the dryer with your wrinkled clothes. As the ice melts and the water turns to steam, it removes wrinkles. This trick is not so effective for heavier clothes, but a
miracle lighter fabric. The best part is that you don't need to set the dryer longer than 10 minutes to work. These are 20 small laundry room ideas to make the most of the little space you have in your laundry or utility room. 90 / 100 Family ThisForceCoathere lampshades are magnets for dust and pet hair. You can't just throw it in the washing machine, so what are you doing? The lint cylinder works very well.
Be careful, however, as lampshades are fragile and can even become brittle. A torn lampshade is worse than a dirty one. 91/100 To avoid lots of string trimmer work, I like to mow as close as possible to trees and buildings. But the lawnmower behind the lawnmower prevents it. That's why I drilled a hole in the chute and tied a rope from the chute to the handle on the side of the tractor. Now I can raise the
slide without missing a beat and cut down the string trimmer work. — Travis Larson 93 /100 Family HandymanEvery time you sweep, lumps of dust and hair collect at the end of the broom bristle. To solve the problem hot glue wide-tooth comb on top of a dustpan. Just run the bristle through the comb to remove excess goo hanging from the broom. Check out these tips to reduce household powder in the
first place. 94/100 Next time you have a sore neck or back, don't electric heating pad. Instead, fill a sock with raw rice, tie the end and microwave for two or three minutes. I like this better than the heating bench, as it suits any part of the body that needs heat. You can also put some fragrant herbs like cinnamon or lavender to make it smell good! Do you need cold, not heating? Try this homemade ice pack
hack. 96/100 Cooling capacitor coils can be found in the back of the refrigerator or across the bottom. When coils are clogged with dust, pet hair and cobwebs, they can not effectively release heat. The result is that the compressor works harder and longer than designed, uses more power and shortens the life span of the refrigerator. Clean the coils with a coil cleaning brush and vacuum. The coil cleaning
brush, which fits in tight spaces, does a thorough job. Find one online or in device stores. For tips on how to repair the refrigerator (without a service call), see our guide or how to choose the best refrigerator. 97 / 100 Family HandymanSome kids with balls- any balls. That's how they pile up. It's hard to find a storage system to keep them handy, including those at the bottom of the pile. Here's a brilliant
system for using bungee cords. They're solid enough to organize the pile, but flexible enough to squeeze out the bottom ball. Need more storage space in your garage? Build this super shelving pegboard. 98/100 The next time you throw a barbecue or terrace party, pull out the muffin box. Instead of using the bake muffins (although you can do this later too), fill the cups with various spices and barbecue
torsoes. Thus, the spices are easily accessible, and the buffet lines move quickly. You can dramatically increase your table space and cut down on separate server bowls to clean up afterwards. 99/100 Family HandymanDon waste all that space between beams in a basement or garage. Screw wire shelves at the bottom of the beams. An 8-ft. x 16-in. Length of wire shelves and a package of plastic clips
(sold separately) costs about $20. Do not forget that the wire shelves can shine on the walls. Learn about practical exercises for installing wire shelves here. 100/100 Family HandymanTrash bags and waste bins should work perfectly together, but this is rarely the case. As the garbage bags start to full, the bag slips into the trash can and needs to be dug up. To handle or drawstring garbage bags in place,
all you need are two medium or large adhesive command hooks. Place the hooks in a place that allows full use of the container. Plus: How to keep the trash can from flying in the wind. Originally published as January 24, 2019 2019
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